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2 MARTONE ET AL.: FIRST TWO YEARS TANDEM-X PERFORMANCE

The TanDEM-X mission (TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Mea-3

surement) comprises two nearly identical satellites: TerraSAR-X (TSX, launched4

in June 2007), and TanDEM-X (TDX, launched in June 2010), which form5

an innovative and flexible single-pass radar interferometer. The primary ob-6

jective of the mission is to generate a worldwide and consistent digital el-7

evation model (DEM) with an unprecedented accuracy. After a calibration8

phase of the TDX satellite, which was performed during the first three months9

after its launch, the two satellites were brought into close formation to be-10

gin the bistatic commissioning phase. Then, in December 2010, TanDEM-11

X started the operational global DEM acquisition in bistatic configuration.12

During the last two years, dedicated analyses on test acquisitions as well as13

persistent monitoring of the interferometric performance have been carried14

out, which are the subject of this paper. Key quantities in estimating inter-15

ferometric performance such as coherence, relative height error, and phase16

unwrapping indicators are investigated, showing the outstanding capabili-17

ties of TanDEM-X. Then, the main focus is shifted to those critical areas which,18

for various reasons, have shown unsatisfactory data quality, and therefore19

must to be reacquired with optimized imaging geometries in order to fulfill20

the DEM accuracy requirements. Promising results have been obtained so21

far, and future strategies to handle the critical data are discussed. This pa-22

per will present an overview of the interferometric performance of TanDEM-23

X, based on investigations performed in the first two years of mission oper-24
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ation, and includes results from the bistatic commissioning phase until the25

end of the first global DEM acquisition.26
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1. Introduction

Digital elevation models (DEMs) are presently widely employed in many com-27

mercial and scientific applications, such as Geographic Information Systems and the28

Global Positioning System (GPS), as well as in geoscience fields, e.g. geology, physical29

geography, glaciology, and oceanography. For such applications, DEMs are exploited30

for the estimation and assessment of several geophysical parameters, such as ground31

deformations and Earth’s topography [Moreira et al., 2004], [Zebker et al., 1994]. In32

2000, the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) created the first near-global33

data set of land elevations (for latitudes between −56◦ and +60◦) [Farr et al., 2007].34

Since then, an increasing interest for more accurate interferometric products cov-35

ering the entire land mass has arisen in the scientific community as well as among36

commercial customers. The TanDEM-X mission (TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital El-37

evation Measurement) is the first operational spaceborne bistatic SAR system which38

comprises two nearly identical SAR satellites: TerraSAR-X (TSX, launched in June39

2007) and TanDEM-X (TDX, launched in June 2010). Like the TerraSAR-X mission,40

TanDEM-X is a project developed under a public-private partnership between the41

German Aerospace Center (DLR) and Astrium GmbH [Werninghaus and Buckreuss ,42

2010], [Buckreuss and Schättler , 2010]. The primary objective of the mission is to43

generate a worldwide and consistent DEM with an unprecedented accuracy [Krieger44

et al., 2007]. To do so, at least two global mappings of the Earth’s landmass will be45

performed and, in order to keep the performance nearly constant over range, mutually46

displaced beams will be used. Additionally, the employment of different baselines will47
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allow to further improve the unwrapping process and DEM quality [Lachaise et al.,48

2007]. Flying in a close orbit configuration, the TSX and TDX satellites act as a large49

single-pass radar interferometer, overcoming the limitations inherent in repeat-pass50

interferometry, such as temporal decorrelation, and allowing for the acquisition of51

highly accurate cross- and along-track interferograms [Krieger et al., 2007]. In Table52

1, the DEM specifications for the SRTM [Rodriguez et al., 2006] and TanDEM-X53

[Wessel , 2013] missions are shown and compared. During the first three months54

after its launch, the TDX satellite was tested and calibrated in monostatic config-55

uration with the two satellites flying at 20 km along-track distance. It was proven56

that the system performance of TDX is very similar to that of TSX [Kraus et al.,57

2011], [Schwerdt et al., 2012]. On the 14th of October, 2010, both satellites were58

brought into close formation, at a few hundred meters of distance [Bachmann and59

Hoffmann, 2010]. Since then, acquisitions are operationally performed in bistatic60

configuration: either TSX or TDX is employed for transmission and both satellites61

simultaneously record the signal, which is backscattered from the Earth’s surface62

to both radar antennas. Then, in December 2010, TanDEM-X started the nominal63

global DEM acquisition. In order to ensure the quality of the final DEM, a very64

accurate calibration of the bistatic system and of the interferometric baseline was65

required [Hueso González et al. ISPRS , 2012]. After about two years of nominal66

mission operation, more than 300,000 bistatic scenes (of 30 km x 50 km size) have67

been produced for performance assessment by the Interferometric TanDEM-X Pro-68

cessor [Fritz et al., 2011], showing that TanDEM-X is able to provide the remote69
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sensing scientific community with a unique data set to be exploited for a wide range70

of commercial and scientific applications. More information about the distribution71

of TanDEM-X data to the scientific community can be found in [TanDEM-X Science72

Server , 2010].73

In this paper, an overview of the interferometric performance of TanDEM-X is pre-74

sented, based on the experience of the first two years of mission operation, going from75

the bistatic commissioning phase until the end of the first global DEM acquisition.76

Statistical results of key quantities in estimating interferometric performance, such77

as coherence and phase unwrapping indicators, are shown, and the current status of78

global DEM acquisition is presented in the next section. A relative height error veri-79

fication approach, by means of repeated acquisitions on defined test-sites, is provided80

in Section 3. Section 4 presents performance results over critical areas and conse-81

quent actions taken in the acquisition plan. Forested areas show additional coherence82

degradation due to the presence of volume scattering, and implications on the global83

acquisition strategy are described as well. Then, possible scenarios to cope with84

those regions characterized by rugged topography are discussed. Regions severely85

affected by the so-called SNR decorrelation, which occurs when only a limited part86

of the radar signal is backscattered to the receiving antenna, are investigated, and a87

solution is proposed to minimize the performance loss.88
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2. Interferometric Performance Statistics

One of the key parameters for the evaluation of interferometric performance is the89

coherence γ. It represents the normalized correlation coefficient between master (u1)90

and slave (u2) acquisition, and its absolute value gives information about the amount91

of noise in the interferogram. Coherence is given by [Zebker and Villasenor , 1992],92

[Bamler and Hartl , 1998]93

γ =
E[u1u

∗
2]√

E[|u1|2][|u2|2]
. (1)94

Several error sources may contribute to coherence loss [Krieger et al., 2007], [Martone95

et al., ISPRS , 2012]. The knowledge of the coherence and of the independent number96

of looks n employed within the multilooking process allows for the estimation of97

the interferometric phase error ϕ, whose probability density function (pdf) can be98

expressed as [Lee et al., 1994]99

pϕ(ϕ) =
Γ(n+ 1

2
)(1− γ2)n γ cosϕ

2
√
πΓ(n)(1− γ2 cos2ϕ)n+ 1

2

+
(1− γ2)n

2π
F

(
n, 1;

1

2
; γ2 cos2ϕ

)
, (2)100

where Γ is the gamma function and F is the hypergeometric function [Abramowitz101

and Stagun, 1965].102

The relative vertical accuracy of a DEM is defined as the difference between two103

independent height estimates (point-to-point height error), which is due to the fluc-104

tuation of the interferometric phase at each location. From a statistical standpoint,105

the computation of the difference between two random variables corresponds to the106

convolution between the two pdfs pϕ(ϕ). The 90% point-to-point phase error ∆ϕ90%107
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can be then derived from108

∆ϕ90%∫
−∆ϕ90%

[pϕ(ϕ) ∗ pϕ(ϕ)] dϕ = 0.9, (3)109

where the symbol ∗ denotes convolution. From the estimated ∆ϕ90%, the 90% point-110

to-point relative height error, as required by the TanDEM-X DEM specifications111

[Wessel , 2013], may be finally expressed as112

∆h90% = HoA · (∆ϕ90%/2π) . (4)113

HoA stands for height of ambiguity, which represents the height difference corre-114

sponding to a complete 2π cycle of the interferometric phase and, in turn, is defined115

as116

HoA =
λr sin (θi)

B⊥
, (5)117

where λ is the radar wavelength, r is the slant range, θi is the incidence angle, and118

B⊥ is the baseline perpendicular to the line of sight (also referred to as ”effective”119

baseline).120

2.1. Commissioning Phase

The bistatic commissioning phase started on the 14th of October, 2010 and ended121

on the 12th of December, 2010, at which time TanDEM-X began the nominal DEM122

acquisition. During the bistatic commissioning phase, more than 4,400 bistatic scenes123

were processed and evaluated. Each scene has a typical extension of 50 km by 30124

km in azimuth and range, respectively. Several tests were carried out to analyse125

the performance for the full range of acquisition parameters. For each processed126

scene, the mean coherence over land has been recorded. A water mask of about127
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300 m x 300 m resolution [GLOBCOVER, 2009] was used to exclude large water128

bodies which are typically characterized by low coherence. The histogram in Figure 1129

represents the coherence distribution of the acquisitions performed during the bistatic130

commissioning phase. The mean value is approximately 0.71 and in more than 80%131

of the cases the observed coherence is higher than 0.6. For acquisition geometries132

typical for the TanDEM-X mission, a coherence around 0.6 still provides, in most133

cases, a sufficient unwrapping quality [Krieger et al., 2007], [Martone et al., ISPRS ,134

2012]. The investigated test acquisitions were uniformly distributed from the land135

cover point of view, in order to get a quality assessment of the data over many136

possible land cover scenarios. During this period, a relative big and constant helix137

was employed [Krieger et al., 2007], with an horizontal distance between the two138

satellites of about 350 m, and a vertical distance of about 400 m. Consequently,139

a wide range of height of ambiguities was exploited, and particularly small values140

were obtained at the Equator by using steep incidence angles. Statistics about phase141

unwrapping quality indicators, e.g., residues and branch cuts, have been evaluated as142

well. The residues are related to phase gradient estimation errors and identify, in the143

interferogram, the endpoints of lines along which the true phase gradient exceeds ±π.144

These lines are called branch-cuts [Zebker and Lu, 1998], [Bamler and Hartl , 1998].145

A quality indicator has been set to flag scenes with more than 1% residue [Suchandt146

and Eineder , 2003] (which means that 1% of the pixels of a scene are affected), and147

from the commissioning phase data, a mean percentage of 0.98% was observed; for148

single branch cuts, the average percentage per scene is about 0.81%. Considering149
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the excellent results obtained during the bistatic commissioning phase, the nominal150

DEM acquisition phase could proceed without restrictions, and statistical results are151

presented in the next subsection.152

2.2. Global DEM Acquisition

TanDEM-X nominal DEM acquisition was started on 12th December 2010. From153

that day on, TSX and TDX acquired more than 220,000 bistatic scenes (until the154

end of December 2012). Up to now, TanDEM-X has completed the first global DEM155

for latitudes greater than −60◦, with heights of ambiguity typically ranging between156

45 m and 50 m. The second coverage has been completed in mid 2013, with a157

desired HoA of about 35 m [Krieger et al., 2007], [Ortega-Mı́guez et al., 2012]. The158

combination of all available acquisitions by means of multi-baseline phase unwrapping159

algorithms will then allow to fully meet the DEM specification requirements [Lachaise160

et al., 2007]. Figure 2 gives a view of the distribution of the mean interferometric161

coherence per scene provided by the first global coverage (the Antarctic region will be162

processed in a later mission phase). The obtained mean coherence over all scenes is163

approximately 0.76. In particular, more than 91% of the processed DEM scenes are164

characterized by a mean land coherence higher than 0.6, and 47% are even higher than165

0.8. Very good performance is shown by phase unwrapping quality indicators as well:166

the mean percentage of single cuts and phase residues are around 0.65% and 0.73%,167

respectively, which indicates that the phase unwrapping quality is already sufficient168

for many scenes without using a second acquisition in combination with dual baseline169

phase unwrapping [Suchandt and Eineder , 2003]. Looking at the acquisitions from the170
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second global coverage available so far, a substantial stability in terms of performance171

has been observed, which verifies the outstanding capabilities and the interferometric172

product quality of TanDEM-X.173
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3. Relative Height Error Analysis

The relative height error is the uncertainty due to noise-like disturbance contri-174

butions, which affects the relative vertical accuracy of a DEM [Wessel , 2013]. It is175

proportional to the height of ambiguity and to the interferometric phase error (as ex-176

pressed in (2)). The specification for the TanDEM-X mission is a 90% point-to-point177

error of 2 m and 4 m for areas with predominant slope less than 20% and greater178

than 20%, respectively (see Table 1).179

From a statistical point of view, it has been demonstrated in [Rizzoli et al. ISPRS ,180

2012] that the point-to-point (pp) relative height error can be reasonably approxi-181

mated by a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation σh182

∆hpp ∼ N (0, σh
2). (6)183

A statistical description of the point-to-point interferometric phase error is given by184

linear transformation of ∆hpp (according to (4))185

∆ϕpp =
2π

HoA
∆hpp. (7)186

Hence, the interferometric phase error is also normally distributed and can be ex-187

pressed as188

∆ϕpp ∼ N (0, σϕ
2). (8)189

where190

σϕ
2 =

[
2π

HoA

]2

σh
2. (9)191
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According to (6), the 90% point-to-point relative height error ∆h90% may be derived192

from193

erf

(
∆h90%√

2σh

)
= 0.9, (10)194

where erf(·) is the Gauss error function, defined as195

erf(x) =
1√
π

∫ x

−x
e−t

2

dt. (11)196

For a quantitative assessment of the TanDEM-X performance, the relative height197

error is derived from the interferometric coherence [Krieger et al., 2007], [Lee et al.,198

1994]. In particular, for each pixel of a processed interferogram, the 90% relative199

height error, ∆h90%, is estimated (see also Section 2). From the resulting height200

error map, the mean value per scene is then considered for statistics. In order to201

validate the described procedure, the relative height accuracy has been derived from202

TanDEM-X data by means of repeated acquisitions over defined test sites. The work-203

flow followed for the present investigation is shown in Figure 3: the DEM difference is204

evaluated from two repeated DEM acquisitions (with identical acquisition geometry205

and configuration). Due to a baseline estimation error of about 1 mm [Antony et al.,206

2013], the resulting DEM horizontal localization accuracy (for typical TanDEM-X207

baselines and incidence angles) is in the order of a few meters [Hueso González et al.208

IGARSS , 2012], [Hueso González et al. ISPRS , 2012]. Then, a high-pass filtering209

is performed to erase slowly-varying error contributions, such as orbit or attitude210

uncertainties, which will be likewise removed during the final DEM calibration pro-211

cess. In this way, a matrix of relative height error values is estimated. In order to212

discriminate between flat and mountainous areas, a slope mask, generated from the213
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gradient matrix of one of the two DEMs, is then applied to the height error map214

[Rizzoli et al. ISPRS , 2012]. On the top-left side of Figure 4 the coherence map for215

one bistatic acquisition over the Death Valley is shown. Death Valley is located in216

Eastern California and is a very dry and rocky region, characterized by the presence217

of both flat and mountainous topography. According to Figure 3, the DEM difference218

from two repeated acquisitions is calculated (top-right of Figure 4). It is worth point-219

ing out that the individual TanDEM-X DEM scenes delivered by the Interferometric220

TanDEM-X Processor are only roughly calibrated [Fritz et al., 2011], [Rossi et al.,221

2012], which explains the almost constant offset of about 3 m observed between the222

two DEMs. Such residual biases and offsets are subject to the final calibration and223

mosaicking, which is performed by a second independent processing system, the Mo-224

saicking and Calibration Processor (MCP) [Gruber et al., 2012], [Huber et al., 2012].225

Then, a high-pass filter is applied (in frequency domain) to the obtained DEM dif-226

ference matrix in order to include only the noise-like error contributions. Finally, the227

histogram of the absolute value of the point-to-point relative height error is calcu-228

lated (Figure 4, bottom), and the resulting 90th percentile is about 2.3 m. The 90%229

height error for areas with slopes smaller and greater than 20% are indicated as well.230

A detailed description about the height error estimation approach, and results from231

relative height error analysis by means of repeated TanDEM-X acquisitions can be232

found in [Rizzoli et al. ISPRS , 2012]. In Table 2 the acquisition parameters for the233

two repeated data-takes are listed, and the 90% point-to-point relative height error234

estimated from the coherence is about 2.2 m. A good agreement between the two235
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height error estimation approaches has been verified, with a deviation of about 10 cm.236

It has been furthermore demonstrated [Rizzoli et al. ISPRS , 2012] that the results237

from the relative height error analysis match very well with the theoretical DEM238

performance derived in [Krieger et al., 2007], verifying that TanDEM-X performs as239

expected. Starting from these preconditions, a global assessment of the relative ver-240

tical accuracy can be performed. In Figure 5, the global 90% point-to-point relative241

height error map for the first DEM acquisition is depicted, estimated from the global242

coherence map of Figure 2 according to (4). In Figure 6, the distribution of the es-243

timates is shown: it can be observed that more than 25% of the land masses show a244

90% point-to-point relative height error smaller than 1.8 m (leaving 20 cm as residual245

error budget). For these areas, a single acquisition is already sufficient in order to246

achieve the final 2 m specification. Nevertheless, they have also been included in247

the acquisition plan for the the second global coverage to further enhance the overall248

DEM performance in terms of height accuracy and phase unwrapping quality. On the249

other hand, several areas, represented in yellow and red in Figure 5, require multiple250

interferometric acquisitions in order to reduce the relative height error (this topic is251

discussed in the next section). Furthermore, the opportunity of using TanDEM-X252

quicklook data for global performance statistics and monitoring in order to achieve253

a much finer spatial resolution (in the order of few hundred of meters) is currently254

being investigated [Rizzoli et al. EuSAR, 2012].255
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4. Performance Analysis and Acquisition Strategies over Critical Areas

4.1. Forested Areas

In vegetated areas, volume scattering is an important source of coherence loss256

[Treuhaft and Siqueira, 2000]: the existence of multiple scatterers at different heights257

and within a single resolution cell results in an increase of the interferometric phase258

uncertainty. In order to monitor volume decorrelation effects, test acquisitions over259

areas with different vegetation characteristics were performed. As an example, Figure260

7 shows the coherence maps for two bistatic acquisitions over the same area in the261

Amazon rainforest. For each scene, the incidence angle (θinc), the effective baseline262

(B⊥) and the height of ambiguity (HoA) are indicated. For the image on the left, the263

height of ambiguity is 25 m, for the one on the right it is 52 m. The improvement is264

particularly visible over the forested areas (lower part of the image), whereas for the265

clear-cut areas almost the same performance is obtained. Figure 8 shows the mea-266

sured coherence for the Amazon rainforest as a function of the height of ambiguity267

for a large set of acquisitions from the nominal DEM phase. As it can be seen from268

the figure, the specific acquisition geometry plays a key-role in interferometric per-269

formance for scenes acquired in presence of strong volume decorrelation phenomena.270

Because of this, the desired height of ambiguity for the first global DEM acquisitions271

(depicted in red) was changed from 40 m (as initially set) to 45 m. Furthermore, in272

order to improve the phase unwrapping quality, a dedicated mission phase has been273

reserved to reacquire densely forested areas using smaller baselines (i.e. higher HoA).274

To accomplish this, the TanDEM-X acquisition plan was consequently adapted, and275
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the order of helix satellite formations [Krieger et al., 2007] was reversed, starting with276

larger baselines, and gradually reducing them in order to reacquire affected data with277

an improved imaging geometry [Bachmann et al., 2012]. The obtained coherence is278

depicted in Figure 8 (green dots). For heights of ambiguity larger than 55 m, a279

coherence above 0.6 is usually obtained, and the mean coherence improvement with280

respect to the first global DEM acquisitions is approximately 16%. In general, volume281

decorrelation effects have been observed over areas characterized by different forest282

types, such as rainforests, tropical as well as boreal forests. Even stronger coherence283

loss is obtained if a dense forest is combined with a hilly or mountainous topogra-284

phy, which is discussed in the next section. However, one has to be aware that the285

height of ambiguity is directly proportional to the relative height error accuracy, as286

shown in (2), and should be kept small in order to meet the height accuracy require-287

ments. On the other hand, it could be verified that the interferometric coherence of288

areas characterized by soil and rock show only a slight dependency on the height of289

ambiguity.290
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4.2. Mountainous Regions

Several error contributions occur in radar imagery over areas characterized by pro-291

nounced topography. Baseline (often referred to as ”geometrical”) decorrelation is292

similar to the effect occurring in the presence of volume scattering. It is caused293

when imaging a flat surface from slightly different incidence angles [Li and Gold-294

stein, 1990] and can be mitigated by filtering the two range spectra to a common295

frequency interval [Gatelli et al., 1994]. Nevertheless, steep and irregular surfaces296

are more susceptible to phase-unwrapping errors, and the resulting DEM accuracy297

is inevitably affected. Figure 9 shows the coherence maps for two bistatic acquisi-298

tions over the the Mount Cayambe in the Ecuadorian Andes. For each scene, the299

acquisition parameters are indicated and in particular, the image on the left has a300

height of ambiguity of 48 m, where for the image on the right it is 77 m. As a result301

of the mitigation of baseline decorrelation effects, a mean coherence improvement of302

about 9% is observed. For both acquisitions, the satellites fly in ascending orbit and303

operate in right-looking geometry. The image on the right, however, still presents304

phase instabilities due to residual baseline decorrelation (the effective baseline is in-305

versely proportional to the relative vertical accuracy, as shown in (3), and can not306

be reduced as required). A significant enhancement of the phase unwrapping qual-307

ity is obtained by the combination of both acquisitions through multi-baseline phase308

unwrapping algorithms [Lachaise et al., 2007], [Lachaise et al., 2012]. Therefore, to-309

gether with forested areas (as discussed in Section 4.1), mountainous regions have310

been systematically reacquired with a more suitable imaging geometry. Neverthe-311
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less, many low coherence areas remain, mainly consisting of slopes facing the radar312

(layover), or away from the antenna illumination (shadow). The coherence maps for313

two acquisitions performed with different orbit direction over the Cayambe volcano314

are shown in Figure 10. The region common to both scenes is outlined in red. For315

each scene, layover and shadow have been estimated by exploiting amplitude and316

coherence information, and are highlighted with different colors. In particular, lay-317

over occurs when different object points have the same azimuth and range time and,318

therefore, are mapped into one image pixel. For layover, the received backscattered319

power is high, but, due to the dominant baseline decorrelation, a very low coherence320

(i.e., γ < 0.3) is typically observed. Shadow is the region where an object point is not321

reached by any radar beam. It is independent from the backscatter of the terrain and322

corresponds to ”missing” data inside the image. From comparing the two scenes in323

Figure 10, it can be seen that several pixels are detected as either shadow or layover in324

only one of the two images. In general, an opportune combination of scenes acquired325

with different geometries would lead to a mitigation of such distortions, resulting in326

a better reconstruction of the illuminated area. The remaining shadow and layover327

after the combination of the two acquisitions are depicted in pink in Figure 11, and328

correspond to those pixels which are affected in both images. In the present exam-329

ple, more than 70% of shadow and layover occurring in the ascending orbit (left-hand330

side of Figure 10) acquisition and 50% of shadow and layover affecting the descending331

orbit (right-hand side of Figure 10) acquisition, could be resolved. For TanDEM-X,332

nominal DEM acquisitions are performed in ascending orbit over the northern hemi-333
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sphere, and in descending orbit over the southern hemisphere. In order to mitigate334

these geometric distortions and to improve the overall accuracy of the final DEM,335

additional coverages of mountainous areas with inverted orbit direction (and heights336

of ambiguity larger than 60 m) will be executed in a dedicated mission phase [Borla337

Tridon et al., 2013].338
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4.3. Low Backscatter Areas

In interferometric SAR applications, the finite sensitivity of the receiving system339

represents a significant error source. The corresponding coherence loss is given by340

[Just and Bamler , 1994], [Zebker and Villasenor , 1992]341

γSNR =
1√

1 + SNR−1
TSX ·

√
1 + SNR−1

TDX

, (12)342

where SNRTSX,TDX is the signal-to-noise ratio of the two satellites. The SNR is a343

measure that describes the image quality of a SAR system, estimating how much344

the radar signal has been corrupted by noise. It depends on the backscatter coeffi-345

cient (σ0) and the noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ), which accounts for the system346

noise contributions, e.g. antenna pattern, instrument thermal noise, and processing347

filters. The observed difference in terms of SNR between TSX and TDX is quite348

small (usually less than 1 dB) and, therefore, it can be reasonably assumed that349

SNRTSX = SNRTDX = SNR. Dedicated investigations have shown that for most of350

the land cover types an SNR below 7 dB is rarely obtained, providing quite stable351

interferometric performance (γSNR > 0.83) and good phase unwrapping quality [Mar-352

tone et al., IGARSS , 2012]. On the other hand, in Figure 12, the coherence maps353

of two bistatic scenes over the Taklamakan desert, located in North-West China, are354

shown. For the image on the left side, the incidence angle is approximately 43◦, for355

the one on the right side it is about 26◦. The estimated SNR is up to 6 dB higher for356

the image acquired with a steeper incidence angle, and a coherence improvement of357

about 60% (from 0.44 to 0.71) is obtained over the areas covered by sand. Over the358

rocky region (in the central part of the images) similar performance is observed. In359
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Figure 13, the mean coherence against incidence angle is shown for test acquisitions360

over four desert regions located in different areas the world. The weak backscattered361

power considerably affects the performance over sandy deserts, and strongly depends362

on the acquisition geometry. For typical incidence angles of TanDEM-X nominal363

mission operation (ranging between 30◦ and 48◦), a coherence above 0.5 is rarely364

observed (corresponding to SNR smaller than 2 dB 1). Based on these promising365

results, a reacquisition of regions showing weak backscatter will be performed after366

the completion of the second global coverage using steeper incidence angles, in order367

to minimize the performance loss.368
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5. Conclusions

TanDEM-X is the first operational spaceborne bistatic SAR system comprising369

two independent satellites. This paper presents an overview of interferometric per-370

formance after two years of mission operation. Statistical results from the bistatic371

commissioning phase and nominal DEM acquisitions verify outstanding interferomet-372

ric capabilities and data quality. In particular, from the first global DEM, a good373

phase unwrapping quality has been obtained for different land cover scenarios. An374

interferometric coherence higher than 0.6 has been observed for more than 90% of375

the acquired scenes, and 25% of them already fulfill the DEM accuracy specifica-376

tion after one single acquisition. The use of TanDEM-X quicklook data for global377

performance statistics and monitoring allows to achieve a much finer spatial resolu-378

tion, and is currently being investigated. For the second global coverage (ended on379

mid 2013) a different acquisition geometry and slightly displaced beams have been380

employed, to further improve the phase unwrapping stability and the final DEM accu-381

racy. In general, good and consistent performance has been obtained so far, proving382

that TanDEM-X is able to provide the remote sensing scientific community with383

a unique global data set with an unprecedented accuracy, and to apply innovative384

techniques for many commercial and scientific applications, as well as for the design385

of future missions. A procedure for the estimation of the relative height error from386

TanDEM-X repeated acquisitions has been discussed, and the approach to quantita-387

tively calculate the relative height accuracy from interferometric data has been shown388

and verified. Areas affected by different decorrelation sources were investigated in389
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detail. In particular, phase uncertainty over densely forested areas increases due to390

the presence of volume scattering, and a similar mechanism (the so-called baseline391

decorrelation) is responsible for performance loss over mountainous regions. A reac-392

quisition of these critical areas has been performed with smaller baselines, leading to393

a significant improvement of the phase unwrapping stability and corresponding DEM394

accuracy. Moreover, areas characterized by rugged topography will be additionally395

imaged with inverted orbit direction in order to mitigate geometrical distortions,396

such as shadow and layover. Over sandy deserts the image quality is severely af-397

fected by SNR decorrelation. In order to minimize performance loss, the acquisition398

of such areas will be repeated by employing steeper incidence angles, made possible399

by exploiting the high flexibility of TanDEM-X.400
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Notes

1. According to (4), an SNR of about 0 dB should be obtained for γ = 0.5. However, other error sources (as, e.g.,

ambiguities or coregistration errors) may cause additional coherence loss.
406
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Table 1. Comparison of SRTM and TanDEM-X DEM specifications.

Requirement Specification SRTM TanDEM-X

Relative Vertical Accuracy
90% linear point-to-point

error over a 1◦ x 1◦ cell

12 m (slope < 20%)

15 m (slope > 20%)

2 m (slope < 20%)

4 m (slope > 20%)

Absolute Vertical Accuracy 90% linear error 18 m 10 m

Absolute Horizontal Accuracy 90% circular error 23 m 10 m

Spatial Resolution independent pixels
30 m

(1 arc sec at equator)

12 m

(0.4 arc sec at equator)

Table 2. Acquisition parameters and mean performance for two repeated data-takes

over Death Valley (RHE: relative height error). A good agreement with the height error

estimated from repeated DEM acquisitions has been verified (see Figure 4: 90% p-to-p RHE

of about 2.3 m).

Acq. Date Polarization HoA (B⊥) Inc. Angle Mean Coherence 90% p-to-p RHE from Coherence

2011-04-07 HH 38.8 m (172 m) 40.7◦ 0.811 2.22 m

2011-04-18 HH 39.3 m (170 m) 40.7◦ 0.806 2.25 m

Figure 1. Interferometric coherence of test acquisitions during the TanDEM-X bistatic

commissioning phase. For each scene, the mean coherence over land is considered.
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Figure 2. Coherence distribution of the first TanDEM-X global DEM acquisitions.

Figure 3. Relative height error (RHE) analysis workflow for repeat-pass DEMs.
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Figure 4. (Top-left) Coherence map over an area located in Death Valley (USA), which has

been investigated for relative height error verification. (Top-right) DEM difference between

two repeated acquisitions. (Bottom) Histogram for the point-to-point relative height error

(p-to-p RHE). The 90% values obtained for flat and mountainous areas are indicated below

the figure.
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Figure 5. 90% point-to-point relative height error distribution of the first TanDEM-X

global DEM coverage, estimated from the mean coherence value per bistatic scene. For

the regions depicted in green a single acquisition is already fulfilling the 2 m specification.

Areas represented in yellow and red require multiple interferometric acquisitions in order to

improve the overall performance.
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Figure 6. Histogram for the 90% point-to-point relative height error of the first TanDEM-

X global DEM acquisitions (in total, about 120,000 scenes). The legend and the vertical

dashed lines indicate the percentage of scenes showing a 90% point-to-point relative height

error below 1.8 m, 2.0 m and 4.0 m.
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Figure 7. Coherence maps over the Amazon rainforest. (Left) HH polarization, HoA: 25

m (B⊥: 182 m), θinc: 29.9◦, mean coherence over the forest ∼ 0.3. (Right) HH polarization,

HoA: 52 m (B⊥: 162 m), θinc: 47.7◦, mean coherence over the forest ∼ 0.6. In the clear-cut

areas, the mean coherence is ∼ 0.8 for both images.
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Acquisitions over Amazon Rainforest
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Figure 8. Coherence against height of ambiguity for acquisitions performed during

nominal DEM phase over the Amazon rainforest. Acquisitions from the first global DEM

are plotted in red (the HoA ranges typically between 40 and 50 m). Additional acquisitions

over densely forested areas have been performed with smaller baselines (depicted in green),

in order to improve performance and unwrapping quality. For height of ambiguities greater

than 55 m, coherence is usually above 0.6, and a mean improvement with respect to the first

global DEM acquisitions of about 16% has been obtained.
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Figure 9. Coherence maps for two acquisitions over the Cayambe volcano (Ecuador).

(Left) HH polarization, HoA: 48 m (B⊥: 120 m), θinc: 36.1◦, mean coherence is ∼ 0.62.

(Right) HH polarization, HoA: 77 m (B⊥: 76 m), θinc: 36.1◦, mean coherence is ∼ 0.68.
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Figure 10. Shadow/layover and coherence for two acquisitions over the Cayambe volcano

(Ecuador). (Left) Ascending orbit direction, HH polarization, HoA: 77 m (B⊥: 76 m), θinc:

36.1◦, shadow and layover are represented with orange and violet color, respectively. (Right)

Descending orbit direction, HH polarization, HoA: 286 m (B⊥: 26 m), θinc: 40.6◦, shadow

and layover are depicted in blue and green, respectively. The overlapping area between the

two images is outlined in red.
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Remaining Shadow/Layover

Figure 11. Remaining shadow/layover after combination of the two acquisitions shown in

Figure 8 (depicted in pink), which correspond to the pixels where both images are affected.

More than 70% of shadow/layover present in the ascending orbit and more than 50% of

shadow/layover present in the descending orbit acquisition could be resolved.

Figure 12. Coherence maps over an area located in the Taklamakan desert; (left) HoA:

442 m (B⊥: 16.7 m), θi: 42.6◦, mean coherence over sand ∼ 0.44; (right) HoA: 140 m (B⊥:

28.9 m), θi: 26.3◦, mean coherence over sand ∼ 0.71. In the rocky area, the mean coherence

is ∼ 0.8 for both images.
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Figure 13. Dependence of SNR decorrelation on the incidence angle for different desert

areas.
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